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About This Game

Experience incredibly atmospheric and intense medieval combat action!
Go ahead and enter a new world, the award-winning world of ENCLAVE!

The people of Light and Darkness are divided by a bottomless rift that split the earth many millennia ago. The lands of light are an
Enclave of truth and order surrounded by the twisted and barren lands of the dark, known as the Outlands. Over the centuries the

rift has started to close…

And now it is only a matter of time before the forces of Light and Darkness will clash in an unprecedented, merciless struggle for
survival!

Remember... When a storm comes up, for some it’s better to keep out of its way… while for others it’s time to block its path!
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FEATURES:

Breathtaking combat action

Amazing 3D graphics with latest Shader technolgy support

2 separate story driven single player campaigns: Light and Dark Campaign

25+ highly detailed fantasy themed missions

Secret bonus games

12 different playable character classes

5 mighty end bosses

Epic musical score and impressive sound FX
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Title: Enclave
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Starbreeze
Publisher:
Topware Interactive
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2003

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel or AMD Single Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: with TnL support and 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: required

Additional Notes: Keyboard, Mouse

English,French,Italian,German
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OMG OMG OMG INDIE GAMES. That kind of game that you launch when you need to feel disgusted and throw up.. This
game is really great. Except end. Finale of this game is totally frustrating.. You can literaly turn around at the start of the race,
go back a bit, turn back around, and it will count as a lap. 10/10. Very short and decent game. Theres really not much to do and
the plot has many holes. You are looking for someone thats been gone for 3 days. The gameplay doesnt have that much horror
other than those floating spirit balls that attacks you while they are invisible. Which theres items you can get that gives you the
ability to see them. But you can easily go through them without the vision ability and less problem with them attacking you. You
have a health bar of course, havent died so I assume if you die you will maybe start over. BUT, you can heal yourself if you
gather the items and create bandages. Pills also help recover. You also eventually will get a flashlight which requires batteries.
The puzzles isnt that difficult and the batteries are not really that scarce.

I give this game a 8\/10, the story needs to be a bit clear and the enemies to be more frightening. Nothing scary about floating
spirit balls. But the atmosphere was pretty good though.

Edit: Forgot to mention theres NO saving in this game, which is not required anyways since as said the story is very short. Play it
ONLY if you got free time (or go afk, which can work too).. Honestly I've never been more genuinally compelled to write a
good review about a game until now. I bought this game on sale for like a buck and it is seriously one of the funnest, most
addicting strategy defence games I've ever played. I wasn't even looking to play it so much as I am, I initially bought it for the
Trading Cards but now I've got a great game that surprised me to go with them. I'm not someone who gets into hardcore strategy
games but i do expect a certain amount of depth in it's system when I play one and this game is the perfect balance, but
obviously more on the casual side.. This is a dumb game, there's really nothing good I can say about it. its awful. AWESOME
game. I remember playing it probably 10 years ago and it's even more fun than I remember :p. I'm glad they made another game
(Overgrowth), which I just bought. I'm sure that'll be even better. Clever tactic getting me to buy Lugaru on sale so I find out
about your new game...lol.
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Very fun game, definitely worth a few bucks to support an innovative indie who polishes games before dropping them on the
public!. I've ordered this soundtrack days ago and it still fails to install, has it been fully released or is there a requirement for
me to do in-game?

I love the music and the gameplay, but the DLC isn't coming to me. The library says it's not installed and I can't find it anywhere
in the Steam folder.. High quality tower defense!
Worth it!. This game made me question whether I was on steriods or not to begin with. Light touch shots don't work, and trying
to do anything above a slight tap will result in the shuttle going flying out the court! (Short serves are doomed to fail until you
get the hang of it's strength idea)

The physics could use some work, and the "Out" or "In" sign seems to blend with the audience sometimes, but for a newly
released game as of today, can't really fault the small issues when there is no competition for vr badminton currently! However a
few rules could be put into place still, the ability to flick the shuttle to the centre of your side of the court (where the player auto
goes back to) allows you to smash a shot that you've already hit. Clearly in a game where you're only allowed one touch that isn't
meant to be allowed. You can put your racquet straight through the net and in some cases hit the shuttle before it reaches your
own side, it would be nice to see those as fouls in the game.

The update for the AI truly makes this game a lot more replayable, with the legendary allowing for a real selection of shot
choice training since the character will ultimately return the vast majority of shots given to it! The pro setting feels like a fun
update to the previous AI but gives the impression of a massive jump to the higher stage. However the fact alone that a
difficulty option is now in place makes this game so much better than it previously was, and I'm happy to say the developers are
truly taking on the feedback from their players and really trying to make a game that can be enjoyed over and over again.

The art is beautiful and although the audience looks seethrough it gives of a cool effect.

I would still say the price tag is a tad high for the current game, but with this new update it seems like a promise from the
developer that the game will continue to be worked on and not ignored like most games on steam now a days after a profit
begins to show! Thanks FiveStarGames!. What do you get if you try to put the mechanics of a Mario game into a shmup? Hyper
Bounce Blast is what!

This game is awesome, it's like shmup equivalent of patting your head whilst rubbing your tummy - playing a twin stick shooter
to kill off the red \/ green bad guys whilst simultaneously trying to keep airbourne by bouncing off the blue ones so that your
shield stays active and you can absorb enemy bullets to charge your hyper for the bosses.

Like all shmups it improves as you learn the levels, and the bosses are sort of where this game shines, they're a cross between
the koopa bosses out of Super Mario World on the SNES and geometry wars.

Regardless of anything else, this game is worth owning just for the sheer audacity of the play mechanic combination!!. As a
professional fireman in one of the USA's largest east coast cities, as well as being a big gamer, I can say with authority that this
game is terrible. The word "simulation" us used incredibly loosely here. Would it be fun for a little kid? Sure. But as an actual
fireman looking for some fire gameplay that was decent, this game fell far short. Very disappointed.. Played through the entire
game in less then 24/hours. That said the complex craft menu and the amount of stuff you can do kept me focussed on the
game, i wanted to know more and to find out how it ended. I was very pleased with the game as a whole. Well worth the play.
Despite being in early access, this game is great and good for 10-20 hours of gameplay per game with the current features.

The developer is very active in his discord forum, and is very welcome to suggestions and ideas.

Currently there are many different ships and lots of weapons, equipment, and other goodies to keep you occupied. If you like
scouring the galaxy to find the best parts, upgrading them and shuffling them around to make the best ship for whatever your
play style is, then this is the game for you.

Always excited to see what is coming next!. rage simulator
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